We give a proof of a theorem of Harrington that there is no orbit of the lattice of recursively enumerable sets containing elements of each nonzero recursively enumerable degree. We also establish some degree theoretical extensions.
Introduction
Ever since the classic paper of Post 11] , it has been recognized that there is an intrinsic interaction between the two fundamental structures of recursion theory R, the uppersemilattice of recursively enumerable (computably enumerable) degrees, and the lattice E of recursively enumerable sets. A natural approach is to seek to understand the relationship between de nability in E and degrees Downey' s research supported by Cornell University, an IGC grant from Victoria University and the New Zealand Marsden Fund via grant 95-VIC-MIS-0698 under contract VIC-509. Harrington is partially supported by the NSF via grant DMS92-14048. To appear in the Annals of Pure and Applied Logic.
theoretical properties of R. The is, of course, a persistent intuition that the two are interlinked. A beautiful example of this phenomenon can be found in the recent paper of Harrington and Soare 7] where a elementary property P is given such that there exist nonrecursive recursively enumerable sets X such that P(X) holds yet P(X) cannot hold of a Turing complete recursively enumerable set.
Naturally we would like to completely understand the possible relationships between de nability properties of E and the degrees of the sets realizing these properties. Hallmark results here are the known results on orbits : the (Myhill-) Harrington proof that creative sets form a de nable orbit and realize only sets of the complete m-degree (see Soare 14] ), Soare's proof in 13] that the maximal sets form an orbit which realizes sets in each high degree by Martin 10] , and the Downey-Stob proof that hemimaximal sets, halfs of nontrivial splittings of maximal sets, form an orbit that realizes many degrees including all high degrees, all jump classes and arbitrarily low degrees. (Downey and Stob 3, 4 
])
All of these theorems seem to point at the idea that the position of a recursively enumerable set in E always has rami cations in the degrees realized by its orbit. Such considerations lead to the natural question of whether there is a recursively enumerable set C that is so \generic" in E that fa : 9A 2 a(A is automorphic with Cg = R ? f0g?
Furthermore, can such an orbit be elementarily de nable? (e.g. Soare 14] , Ch XVI, Question 1.11) Up to the present paper, the best results is the aforementioned result of Downey and Stob who show that the elementary property of being hemimaximal has representatives in all possible jumps. The main goal of the present paper is to give a proof of a theorem of Harrington 6] These degree theoretical re nements use known techniques for making high 2 degrees adapted from Downey, Lempp and Shore 2] and methods from DowneyStob 5] . These techniques are taken wholesale and hence we do not give the whole construction but merely discuss the various strategies in detail.
Notation is standard and follows Soare 14] . All sets will be recursively enumerable unless otherwise speci ed. We use the lower case Greek letter to denote the use of a functional, which is taken to be monotone in both arguments. We thank Peter Cholak and Mike Stob for helpful discussions. Proof. We delay the nite injury proof until Section 4. Proof. We get to construct E; X e;i and Y e;i;j , while our opponent gets to play ; C e;i and B e;i;j . We meet the requirements below. The P e are met in the standard Friedberg way via followers or making E simple. The N are met by in nitary negative restraints as follows. For the sake of clarity we will drop all subscripts. Now given and some C, we will have numbers enter X only after they enter C. If So suppose that 2.2 fails to hold eventually. Then there is some n 2 Y violating 2.2. Note that n 6 2 C at the end of the last cycle since we know that if a number x is in Y \C at the end of the last cycle then either x 2 B or x 2 AnX and in this case x 6 2 X by construction. ((AnX) \ X = ;:) Therefore n 6 2 X at then end of the last cycle. Thus n enters X during the present cycle and n 6 2 B since we are assuming that n is the witness to 2.2's failure. Now by restraints and the way we de ne X, we see that n 6 2 AnX. Therefore since n enters X at a stage t 1 , n 6 2 A, since n 6 2 A t 1 and E-restraint is then imposed to preserve J. Therefore if the cycle remains forever, then either E 6 = A or n 2 (X ? (A B)). In this section we will append a s] to a parameter P to denote its state at stage s. For the sake of this section we need a little more care with the construction of the previous section. We will have nodes devoted to measuring E e = A e , nodes devoted to building X e;i in response to C e;i , and nally nodes devoted to building Y e;i;j in response to B e;i;j . In the style of Soare 14], we will write ( ) = ( ) = , e( ) = e, etc. Now if we are to make E nonlow then we know that something in nitary must happen on the true path and \guessing" -correct computations will be necessary.
The key tension is between the nodes of type and those of type . Xenumeration occurs essentially stages, but in response to X-enumeration, we impose (lower priority) -restraint. Notice that cannot delay X-enumeration since for a xed there is a tree of for many Y . And ensuring that X (C A) is 's goal.
It is instructive to consider the e ect of trying the canonical in nitary action : making E high. So suppose that we needed to meet the single limit requirements of coding in the jump some say Tot. The standard tool would be to use the thickness requirements of the form
where Q is some piecewise recursive set. Now we could certainly ask that X enumeration occur only at -correct stages, and not just -correct stages. (Therefore restraint would also involve all nodes devotes to T -type requirements with :)
However, when such X enumeration occurs, even at a -correct stage, we immediately set up restraints since we now wish to x E v( ) until B eats the new X elements. (Remember, this is the whole point of the cycles.) But now there are also in nitary T requirements at nodes with . And our opponent will certainly make sure that the computations E = A s] are not -correct and in the sense that they will not be -correct. Therefore 's attempt at E-restraint is surely doomed. (The salient feature of the basic construction is that there are only a nite number of nitary Friedberg requirements between and and we simply allowed such requirements to injure at will.)
We can overcome these combinatorial di culties is we make E high 2 instead of high. To achieve this goal we use the technology of Downey, Lempp and Shore 2]. Thus we will build a E-recursive functional so that for all x, we meet the requirements below.
H x : lim m lim t (E; x; m; t) = Cof(x);
where Cof = fx : W x is in niteg is the canonical 0 3 -complete set. For the sake of the H x requirements we will have nodes (= (x; m), which test if m; 1) W x . This is a 2 test. The outcomes here are 1 and f. Again the 1 outcome corresponds to the 2 outcome looking correct. is responsible for de ning (E; x; m; t) for all t. As pointed out in 2], the principal di culty is that since must be E-recursive, its de nition cannot depend on knowledge of the true path TP. Thus as in 2], we will devote a whole level of the tree to collectively de ne (E; x; m; t). We will assume initially that (E; x; m; t) s] = 0, and Cof will only ask us to rede ne this to be 1.
It is important that the reader note that since we are using double limits, it is permissible for us to be wrong on a nite number of m and a nite number of t for each m. (This is in fact the key distinction from making E high.)
The fundamental idea from 2], is that when we hit we will rede ne all values of (E; x; m; t) s] for t s in accordance with our current picture of Cof: Of course we can only do provided that we are allowed to by higher priority requirements. We could be restrained since correcting (E; x; m; y) involves Eenumeration of (x; m; t) s]. As in 2], in advance we will x values of (x; m; t) as xed coding markers. The main point to keep in mind is that all the level of H x use the same (x; m; t) as coding markers and all of them wish to do the same thing. Whether a particular actually succeeds depends on . Therefore when we hit and the 2 condition saying that \x 2 Cof with witness m 0 m has again appeared to hold," then we will try with priority , to put (x; m; t) into E.
It is convenient to regard the action of demanding a restraint at a -stage as the creation of a delay d( ; ). Basically we don't get to remove the restraint until we remove the delay. It is important that the reader remember we do not change Y except at stages when we visit . Hence we will only change Y at stages when we visit when there is no restraint. In the high 2 case of this section we will use the Slaman-Soare notion of \links" to represent implications in the following, we remark that Y is not changed if we only access not directly but via a link.
The main idea from 2] is that we should clear the potentially injurious (x; m; t) from the E v use before we actually pass .
In more detail, there are several scenarios depending on the relevant priorities of (the requirements associated) with and . Let N be the requirement associated with responsible for constructing X e;i and H x;m the subrequirement of H x = H associated with = (x; m).
The most complex sitaution is where H is of lower priority than N. Of course this means that there will be no requirements associated with H x above .
Naturally if < L then we simply let control . The problem case is where . Now we hit and would like to put some number z from C into X which is not as yet in B = B . If we do so than when we hit we might code some (x; m; t) into E allowing some number into E allowing this number into A. Naturally if bf then is guessing that the e ect of is nite and in that case we again proceed as in the basic Harrington construction of the last section. We know that if is on TP then 's e ect will be nite anyway, and hence the basic Harrington argument works.
The problem case is that b1: Now expects that will code lots of numbers into E. What we do in this sitaution is that when we hit , we delay X-enumeration and then circumvent this possible future injury by immediately putting (x; m; t) < v s] into E s]. The idea is that we wish to clear all (x; m; t) < v s 0 ] from below the E-use so that our E-restraint will be successful if b1 is on the true path TP. The outcomes of a node in the previous construction were f1; fg. That is, in nitely often the -restraint was dropped (since B recovered) Now to take the new strategy into account we will add one further outcome to the node namely ( ; ; ; 1) with 1 < L ( ; ; ; 1). This outcome should be interpreted as saying that that causes the computations to diverge via unbounded use. (Of course we will have many of these outcomes.)
When we do this the idea is that we create and traverse a link ( ; ) and play the outcome ( ; ; ; 1). The next time we hit , say at stage s 1 , we again know that the E computations are -correct, and we see if it is yet safe to enumerate into X and then impose -restraint and not be circumvented by . Notice that the argument s that whose use we are trying to clear is unchanged although the use v s 1 ] > v s] because of (x; m; t)-enumeration at stage s, the last time we were here. Of course if now B contains all the elements we wish to put into X then we are okay since no restraint wishes to be imposed by .
Our opponent will of course do no such thing. If we hit and there are no markers (x; m 0 ; t 0 ) associtated with below v s 1 ] then we will be safe, we will enumerate into X, remove the link and impose -restraint. In general, from some point onwards, if is on TP then this restraint will be successful.
However, if we hit and again we nd that some (x; m 0 ; t 0 ) is below v s 1 ] then again we will enumerate such potentially injurious numbers into E, traverse the link and play the outcome ( ; ; ; 1). Now if it is the case that every time we hit we traverse the link to then the node b( ; ; ; 1) will be on the true path. But then it can only be that E (y) " for some y s. This then gives a global win on N e .
There are two costs to this win.
3.1. We might have caused lim t (x; m; t) = 1 although if were not around, the \correct" outcome of should be f. 3.2. There might be nodes with which are permanently linked over. (In the terminology of Downey-Stob 5] might be on the true path but not on GTP, the genuine true path.) Now 3.1 is not really a problem since we have achieved a \global win" on N (and every requirement predicated on E = A) at the expense of injuring H x . In the standard 0 000 way we could simply restart H x below b( ; ; ; 1). The so-called nite injury along the true path feature.
The reader should note that the only way that could be visited in nitely often and b1 not be on the genuine true path, is that from some point on there is a permanent link from to . Also note that if b1 is on GTP then essentially b1 is correct. The next sitaution we need to examine is that H x has higher priority than N and hence there will be nodes 0 devoted to H x above despite the fact that is below . Now the rst sitaution is that is below some b1 devoted to H x on GTP. Now in this sitaution has only one outcome 1 since it is wishing to dump all of its row into E. Now the argument is even easier. When we hit it will be a stage when b1 looks correct and hence if there is a link from to it is the case that b1 would desire us to put 's markers into E. Therefore in this sitaution, if is on GTP then the extra enumeration at cannot injure H x at all.
The nal sitaution is that is not below any b1 devoted to solving H x on GTP (but H x still has higher priority than N). In this case we will not allow to assert control over b1 since we will actually ensure that it is only possible for there to be a link from to i for no associated with H x , is it the case that b1 . This is again injury down the true path. It is not reasonable for to injure H x given the respective priorities. Hence what we do is that below any node of the form b1 we will restart a new version 0 of where we will be building a new X 0 . It therefore follows that in the situation where H x has higher priority than if we hit and there is a link from up to then again this is all okay with H x since there are no in nitary outcomes associated with H x between and . Now the only problem with this is the fact that we might permanently link over some whose \true outcome" should be 1 but this node is not visited more than a nite number of times. The trick is to make sure that immediately below b( ; ; ; 1)bF for all F there is a node 0 devoted to solving H x . This node could have a nite number of markers restrained only. If it has the in nite outcome then it will restart anyway.
The remaining details are to implement the strategies above on a priority tree as in for instance, . This is essentially routine and we refer the reader there for details. Recall that Lemma 2.1 was the following statement.
There is a degree d such that any set A of degree d has S(A). We break the R e;i;j into in nitely many subrequirements of the form R e;i;j;k which are the same as the R e;i;j except that they assert that j(X i \Y j )?B e;i j k instead of j(X i \ Y j ) ? B e;i j = 1. Clearly if we meet all the R e;i;j;k for all k then R e;i;j will be met too.
We meet the requirements R e;i;j;k using the nite injury method. It will essentially su ce to describe the strategy for a single requirement. Thus we will drop the subscript \e" from the sets and functionals. Clearly if`(e; s) 6 ! 1 via nite limsup we are done and since we are using a nitary methods we can thus without loss of generality suppose that`(e; s) ! 1. Furthermore there is an easy win on R e;i;j if we ever see X i nC 6 = ;: This is because we control C and we can thus win R e;i;j by simply restraining any element of X i;s ? C s from entry to C thereby negating one of the hypotheses of R e;i;j . (For instance, we will do this if we see a win for R e;i;j with priority he; ii.) Therefore, without loss of generality we will suppose that jX i nCj = 0. The cycle for a single R e;i;j;k requirement is a follows. The key point is that n will not enter B i and hence we have increased the value of j(X i;s 3 \ Y j;s 3 ) ? B i;s 3 j by one since stage s, the beginning of the cycle. In this way we force jX i ? B i j ! 1: Notice that we only put elements into C in response to Y j gaining new elements. Moreover, whenever we put elements into C provided that X i responds by making X i A C (locally), we will later ensure that B i A X i . Of course, for any i 0 6 = i, while we are attacking some R e;i;j;k we simply make B i 0 = X i 0 locally with no e ect on R e;i;j;k . Thus the requirements cohere exactly by as standard application of the bounded injury priority method. 2 . Therefore we will only sketch the details.
To construe the construction as a tree argument we will use similar notation as will the last section for the nodes. This notation will hopefully re ect the symmetry of the situation. Now we will have nodes devoted to measuring (e; s) and to building C e , nodes devoted to building B e;i in response to X e;i , and nally nodes devoted to solving R e;i;j;k . the nodes will form cones with tops 0 which re ects the overall priority of R e;i;j . Again we will have the H x and H x;m nodes of Section 3.
The construction is actually a little easier. The basic idea is that when we hit a node, we At the next stage we will correct B but be able to meet R e;i;j;k at . We can leave something out of B which is in X \ Y 0 .
Now again the construction must live with the potentially in nitary devoted
to H x living on the tree. Again if the global priority of the requirement R associated with is higher than H x then when we need to add a new outcome ( ; ; ; 1), as in Section 3. Similarly if the global priority of H x is higher than then we can proceed as in Section 3. The argument goes through virtually verbatim.
Finally note that we can easily make D 1 low since we only put things into D 1 at step 4.6 of the basic module. (And when we hit 0 here.) But this can be interrupted. If we hit 0 and some lowness requirement has requested that D 1 be left alone, then we can simply put nothing into D 2 but put all the appropriate numbers into B 0 . This injures R e;i;j;k at but wins another lowness requirement.
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